Abstract-Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an effective optimal technique. However, it often suffers from being trapped into local optima when solving complex multimodal optimizing problems due to its inefficient exploiting of feasible solution space. This paper proposes a Baldwin effect based learning particle swarm optimizer (BELPSO) to improve the performance of PSO when solving complex multimodal optimizing problems. This Baldwin effect based learning strategy utilizes the historical beneficial information to increase the potential search range and retains diversity of the particle population to discourage premature. On the other hand, the exemplars provided by Baldwin effect based learning strategy can flatten out the fitness landscape closing to optima and hence guide the search path towards optimal region. Experimental simulations show that BELPSO has a wider search range of feasible solution space than PSO. Furthermore, the performance comparison between BELPSO and amount of population based algorithms on sixteen well-known test problems shows that BELPSO has better performance in quality of solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization has been an active area of research for several decades. Since many practical problems which arise in almost every field of science, engineering and business can be formulated to multi-modal optimization problems, many algorithms and approaches are presented to solving these complex optimization problems.
The particle swarm optimizer (PSO), proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [1, 2] in 1995, has gained growing interesting and has been widely applied to deal with numerous engineering applications [3, 4] . However, the performance of PSO greatly depends on its parameters and it often suffers from being trapped in local optima. Thus, a large amount of variants of PSO have been proposed for improving its performance. Shi and Eberhart first proposed a linearly decreasing inertia weight during the process of search [5] , and designed fuzzy methods to nonlinearly change the inertia weight [6] . In Ref. [7] , a self adaptive approach of changing each particle's inertia weight is proposed. Clerc and Kennedy [8] introduced a constriction factor in PSO to guarantee the convergence and improve the convergent speed.
Improving the performance of PSO by combining PSO with other search techniques has been an active research direction. The selection operator of evolutionary algorithms has been used in PSO to preserve the best particles and thus to ensure the convergence [9] . Besides, the mutation operator has also been used for retain the swarm diversity so that to avoid tripping into a local optimum [10] . Bergh and Engelbrecht proposed a cooperative approach by searching one dimension separately by particles and combine the results together [11] . CLPSO [12] introduces a comprehensive learning strategy into PSO algorithms, whereby all other particles' historical best information is used to update a particle's velocity.
Baldwin effect is a nature phenomena where individuals will survive longer through learning from others to fit the environment better and thus to improve the entire evolution process [13] . An advantage of Baldwinian learning is that it can flatten out the fitness landscape around the optimal regions, and hence help find the global optimum even in a dynamic environment [14, 15] . The first work of exploring the Baldwin effect can be traced back to 1980s when Hinton and Nowlan [16] proposed a hybrid algorithm combining a genetic algorithm and a Baldwinian learning strategy for developing simple neural networks. Baldwinian learning has been gained increasing interesting, and hence numbers of further investigations and models based on Baldwin effect were presented [17] [18] [19] [20] .
This paper aims to alleviate the premature of PSO algorithm and to further improve the performance in quality of solution on complex multi-modal problems, based on Baldwin effect, a novel Baldwin effect based learning particle swarm optimizer (BELPSO) is presented for improving the performance when solving complex multi-modal problems. This learning strategy utilizes the historical beneficial information to increase the search range and retains diversity of the particles to discourage premature. On the other hand, the exemplars provided by Baldwin effect based learning can flatten out the fitness landscape approaching optimum and hence guide the search path towards optimal region. Experimental results show that BELPSO has good performance in solving most of the test problems and is an effective algorithm for complex multi-modal problem optimization.
II. BALDWIN EFFECT BASED LEARNING PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZER

A. Baldwin Effect Based Learning Strategy for Velocity
Updating This new learning strategy not only flattens out the optimal region but also keeps the diversity of the particle population. The following velocity updating equation is used in BELPSO
where c is acceleration constants. 
pbest pbest pbest pbest = denotes i th particle's pbest , ps is the size of particle population, ( ) randgen ps means generating a set consisting of a comparison shows that BELPSO performs better than CSA and DEA on most of the test functions with D=10.random number of unique tuples from 1, 2,..., ps , i.e. (<1,2>,<3,4>,<5,6>) from 1, 2,3,..., 6 , sup( ) x, y and infe ( , ) x y are the superior and inferior of x and y , respectively. Take minimizing problem for example, sup( , )
x y and infe( , ) x y are the minimum and maximum of x and y respectively.
[0,1] s ∈ is the Baldwin learning strength.
( ) suc i defines the successive generation without improvement of i th particle's pbest , LG expresses the learning gap which controls the local search ability by minimizing the time wasted in poor search direction to some extent. When ( ) suc i LG > , the particle executes a Baldwin learning to alter the search space and thereby provides the good exemplars towards the optimal regions.
B. The Proposed BELPSO
The novel algorithm is implemented as Fig. 1 . In BELPSO, not only the particle's own pbest but also all particles' pbest s and some of neighbors can potentially be the learning exemplars, while only particle's own pbest and gbest be the exemplars in simple PSO. Besides, there is only one exemplar _ pbest baldwin to be learned in every generation in BELPSO, in stead of the two exemplars pbest and gbest in simple PSO.
Step 1 BELPSO initialization. For each particle i in the population, randomly generate the i X and i V , evaluate ( ) i f X to initialize the i pbest , set k=1.
Step 2 Repeat until the termination criterion is satisfied. If the termination criterion is satisfied, then stop iteration and output the best solution pS such that ( )
else set k=k+1 and go to Step 2.1
Step
Step 2. Step 2.4 Update _ i pbest baldwin = i pbest .
Step 2.5 Firstly, update 
V is a positive constant value specified by the user, in our study, it is set to twenty percent of the maximum search range of each dimension.
Step 2.6 Update
Step 2.7 Evaluate ( ) i f X if i X is in the feasible searching range; else go to Step 2.1.
Step 2. 
A. Sensitivity in Relation to Parameters
We investigate the effects of the main parameters about Baldwin effect based learning of BELPSO by applying it to solve the unimodal function, unroated multi-modal function, rotated multi-modal function and composition function with various learning gap LG and learning strength s .
The experimental results of BELPSO in optimizing 2 f , 6 f , 12 f , and 15 f with learning gap LG increased from 1 to 10 in steps of 1 and the learning strength s from 0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.1 are shown in Fig. 2 . The values of other parameters are as follows: the problem dimension D is 10, the population size is set at 10 and the maximum FEs is set at 30000. The inertia weight at k th generation ( ) w k is as follows:
where k denotes the generation, max_ gen is the maximum generations, it is set at 3000 in our study, 0 w and 1 w are specified to 0.9 and 0.4, respectively, which is the same as [12] . Fig. 2 shows the statistical average values obtained from 30 independent runs. From Fig. 2 we observe that learning gap and learning strength can influence the performance of BELPSO. For 2 f , we obtained a faster convergence velocity and better results when LG is set at 1 and s is set at 1. For 6 f , 12 f , and 15 f , too small values of LG make the algorithm trap into local optima, better results were obtained when LG is 6~10 and s is 0.1~ 0.6. The results demonstrate that too much learning or too less learning may discourage the convergence speed when deal with complex multi-modal problems, which complies with Baldwin effect [16] . Hence, in our study, the learning gap and learning strength are set at 7 and 0.5 respectively for all test functions. 
B. The Statistical Results on the Test Functions
Via the analysis of the sensitivity of the BELPSO, we set the main parameters as follows: The learning gap is 7, the learning strength is 0.5, and w is the same as above. When solving the 10-D functions, the population size is set at 10 and the maximum FEs is set at 30000. When solving the 30-D functions, the population size is set at 30 and the maximum FEs is set at 2000000. All experiments were run 30 times. Fig. 3 illustrates the comparison of BELPSO and simple PSO's convergence characteristics on all of test functions, where the results are the median value of 20 independent runs with D=10. The parameters of BELPSO and simple PSO are same as above. Fig. 3 shows that BELPSO outperform the simple PSO on almost all of the test problems. Since Baldwin effect based learning can provide wide potential search spaces to maintain population diversify and thus to alleviate the premature, the better results are obtained when apply this Baldwin effect based learning strategy to PSO on complex multimodal problems, especially on the composition problems. In addition, with the ability of smooth out the optimal region of Baldwin effect based learning, the quality of the results of BELPSO is higher than that of simple PSO.
C. Performance Comparisons between BELPSO with Some of Heuristic Population based Algorithms
In this section, we compare the performance of BELPSO with CSA [25] and DEA [26] . The reported results of CSA and DEA are obtained from [27] for direct comparison.
The comparisons of BELPSO with CSA and DEA on 10-D functions are shown in TableⅠ. TableⅠ indicates that BELPSO surpasses CSA and DEA on functions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 (twelve out of sixteen functions), especially improve the results on functions 1, 3, 5 and 9 significantly. This comparison shows that BELPSO performs better than CSA and DEA on most of the test functions with D=10.
Ⅳ. CONCLUSIONS
By incorporating a novel Baldwin effect based learning strategy into particle swarm optimizer, a novel algorithm termed BELPSO, is presented for solving complex multimodal problems. BELPSO was executed to solve sixteen test problems. The performance comparisons of the BELPSO with other variants of PSO, and several population based algorithms including CSA and DEA indicated that BELPSO perform better on most of the multi-modal test functions.
